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1. Background & Problem statement 2. Takeaways & Future directions
 Control of foot location is critical in 
 keeping walking balance [1].

 Walking robots are usually controlled 
 by simple models, such as nonlinear/
 linear inverted pendulums [2-3].

 These models have not been directly
checked by human walking data [4-5]. 

 This research identified swing leg 
 controller directly from healthy  
 human walking data.
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3. Results
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Scan this using your 
phone to watch model 
walking animation.

Controller identification results. (a). Fit between experiment data and model output. Right ankle has relative worse fit. However, since ankle is in open-loop control, this bad fit in 
ankles does not effect the identification controller results. (b). Controller gains from pelvis translations and velocities to swing foot location in horizontal and vertical directions.

 Swing leg proportional to pelvis translations and 
 velocities can generate stable walking. 

 Pelvis velocity feedback gains are smaller than 
 translation gains because velocity has a large number.

 Constant gains are large because step length does 
 not change a lot in slow walking with perturbation.

 Identify walking controller with longer data period.

 Remove constant feedback in the swing controller.

 Test identified swing leg controller in simulation.
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4. Methods summary
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 Data for identification 
 is 0.8 m/s walking under 
 random perturbation[4].

 Four gait cycles’ data 
 was used, and only 
 sagittal plane motion 
 was considered .

 Feedback states include 
 pelvis translations and 
 velocities.

 Swing leg controller is 
 defined as linear and 
 the output is the desire 
 foot location. 

 Stance leg is powered 
 by open-loop torque.
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